URMC Parking Garage Diagram

Key:
- **STAR**: You are here
- **ARROW**: Cross-over (Travel between Blue & Yellow Ramps)
- **ELEVATOR**: Garage elevators
- **STAIRS**: Stairs

Diagram details:
- **East Dr. Entrance**
- **Jackson Dr. Entrance**
- **Hosp. Main Entrance**
- **East Dr. Entrance**
- **To Hospital Lobby**
- **To Hospital Ground Floor**

Floor levels:
1. Ground
2. Lower
3. Upper
4. Upper
5. Upper
6. Roof

Directions:
- To Crittenden
- To Elmwood
- To Hospital Lobby
- To Hospital Ground Floor

Legend:
- **TO EAST DR.**: To East Dr.
- **TO JACKSON DR.**: To Jackson Dr.